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PURPOSE
The writer was interested in studying the social needs
and interests of fourteen year old youth in Booker T. Washing-
ton school in Conroe, Te:;as. It seemed pertinent to study,
also, the parent's reactions to the social life of their teen-
age boys and girls.
The writer taught Home Economics in Booker T. Washington
school and lived in Conroe. It appeared to her that the commun-
ity offered little in the way of wholesome recreation for youth.
She was interested, therefore, in a survey of the community to
see to what extent the needs and interests of the youth were
being met by the community. It was hoped that, on the basis of
this study, activities and facilities for youth in the community
might be suggested which would meet the criteria of social needs
and interests of fourteen year old boys and girls.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
For the purpose of this study, the writer was interested in
literature relating to the social development of the adolescent.
Social problems seem too numerous in many communities and the
writer believes that modern family and community living con-
tribute to such a situation. Each generation sets up standards
of its own which differ widely from those of the preceding one.
Such differences lead to conflicts.
To grow up to be a happy, well adjusted person, and to be
able to make a worthwhile contribution to society is a large
task for youth. They need adults to serve as guides who will
remember the changes that come with each generation. This be-
lief is supported by Zachry and Lightly (37) who said:
To grow up to be fit and happy members of contemporary
society, is not a simple process. This development is not
only complex with all its satisfaction, it is often diffi-
cult as well. The chief duty of the school is to give the
help young people need in order to make socially construc-
tive adjustments in the course of their growth. Organized
society expects it to continue, supplement, and, when
necessary, even offset the influence of the home and other
agencies in the public interest.
In a comparatively spontaneous and complex society
such as that of present day America, community needs are
correspondingly diverse, fluctuating, and obscure. But
even here and now in any given community in the United
States today, basic values can be singled out that would
be essential to public interest. These are fundamental
in determining development. They derive from the demo-
cratic organization of the community.
A democratic society holds the individual in respect.
It affords substantial opportunity for personal differ-
ences in intellectual and emotional self-realization. At
the same time, it imposes upon the individual a high de-
gree of responsibility for adapting himself to the needs
of others In his conduct.
The writer believes that few people realize the influence
of early experiences upon adjustment during adolescence. A
knowledge of this relationship shows the importance of good
training to prepare one to live in any society. Bios (3)
stated that, obviously, the appraisal of personality is based
primarily on behavior and on the role and status a person occu-
pies in a group or in society.
It is during the developmental period that the individual
must achieve a workable reconciliation between highly idiomatic
meanings and socially regulated conduct in order to take a
mature place in society. Brady (5) stressed the importance of
early training.
Social behavior includes all that children do in re-
lation to other people. Children are learning their social
behaviors all the time, each child differently in some
respects from others. Families have had a hand in deter-
mining social behavior long before the child reaches
school, but schools frequently fail to find out what
the child's previous socializing experiences have been.
Families influence social behavior by what they teach,
directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously.
Families also influence social behavior by the way they
fail to teach.
Brechenridge and Vincent (6) called to our attention the
importance of the adolescent's recognition of his own role in
achieving social success.
An individual adolescent's social success depends
upon general development and training. All of these
standards will, of course, vary from community to community,
but, in general, they show the development of young peopl's
ideas of themselves and their standards for friendship.
How these young people accept each other and discover the
best ways to manage* their friendships and personal rela-
tionships is dependent upon their general background of
self control, their training in consideration for the
needs and wishes of others, their own individual con-
ception of the masculine or feminine roles in life and
their general level of psychosexual development.
Breckenridge and Vincent (6) further related that
Basic to good moral growth are: (1) Good physical
health in so far as possible. Children who are strong
as a rule have more courage to 3tand on their own feet,
and to resist temptation. (2) Emotional security, a
sense of being loved and wanted, and of companionship
and sharing. (3) Adequate occupation and avenues for
the expression of adventure and excitement along whole-
some lines, (k) Continued discipline in self-control so
that he becomes able in Increasing measure to curb child-
ish Impulses. (5) Continually widening social horizons so
that his ability to know, to tolerate, to sympathize, to
understand, and, therefore, genuinely to consider the
rights and privileges of other people will constantly
develop. (6) Inspiration (usually provided by religious
training), to desire the right strongly enough to find
sincere satisfaction in doing it.
In speaking of moral and social growth, Pringle (31) saldt
Because a human being is a real unit, an organic
whole, physically, intellectually, socially, and morally,
whatever affects the social aspects of his life favorably
also affects all the other phases of his nature favorably,
including especially the moral.
The moral life is the response that the individual
makes to the social order in which he lives. From this
it follows that it is one of the functions of the social
activities of the school to furnish this moral training
which cones from all kinds of social contact. Character
is perfected and strengthened by vigorous and frequent
contact with the will of others; and this social impact
is most effective when experienced in a group all the
members of which are striving for a common purpose. It
is only through vigorous social experiences that unsocial
or purely individualistic tendencies can be overcome.
Recreation, especially for growing boys and girls, is con-
sidered an essential for health as well as contributing to the
learning and entertainment of youth. Havighurst ilk) suggested
that: "Boys and girls of similar tastes and interests should be
thrown together for social activities of the school."
Pringle (3D stressed the value of social activities for
youth.
If properly managed, social activities provide a safe
channel for adolescent impulses, give skill in the inter-
pretation of social situations, furnish training in leader-
ship, help to form right attitudes and habits of coopera-
tion, develop the intellect, supply a motive for loyalty,
create a moral atmosphere, and give a real satisfaction
and joy.
Although many of the problems of youth are personal in nature,
many fall within the personal-social-civic and economic areas of
living. In the overcrowded homes, the adolescent's privacy is
constantly invaded. As stated by Stiles (33), "Instead of crowd-
ed living quarters bringing the members of the family closer to-
gether, it tends to drive them apart causing each to search for
happiness outside the home."
Doob (8) said,
Pressure outside the home often contributes a funda-
mental basis for undesirable behavior, although it is
sometimes difficult to separate neighborhood factors from
forces within the home itself. This situation applies
particularly to densely populated areas where the economic
income of the family is low, where improper housing con-
ditions exist, and where recreational facilities are poor.
In crowded homes that are monotonous with little or no
cultural or spiritual advantages, boys tend to join un-
desirable gangs, while -iris become restless and dissatis-
fied, seeking pleasure in too many movies and questionable
dance halls or road houses. An adolescent girl deprived
of a normal social environment feels insecure and often
compensates by refusing to follow accepted standards of
conduct in school.
No one force or condition can be blamed or held responsible
for the conduct of the adolescent. The problems of youth are not
altogether economic or educational. During the decade following
1930, there were studies made In many communities of the out of
school youth. These studies showed the drabness, the lack of
social contact and the lack of vitalizing recreational experi-
ences for millions of youth.
A canvas In 1936 of 2,000 members of rural clubs, mostly in
colleges and universities, was conducted by the Youth Section of
the America Country Life Association. This study showed that the
outstanding needs of these youths in their home communities fell
in the fields of recreation, organizations, education, religion,
health, standards of living and enjoyment.
Although no amount of recreation can compensate for idle
time that should bo spent at work, a vitalizing, stimulating,
recreational program with opportunities for young people to
associate together in an atmosphere of play is one of the great
needs of rural America. In some cases, a lack of vision and
knowledge on the part of the older generation has been respon-
sible for this state. These people fail to provide a place
where young people can associate together or to create occasions
which will bring young people together. It is little wonder
that youth, then, are attracted by the dazzling lights of the
city in order to escape life in their home communities.
O'Shea (30) wrote about this lack:
Business men and community people complain that young
people run the streets when they ought to be on some job.
Yet almost no jobs are available for Ik and 16 year old
boys and girls. Those who control the resources do not
recognize that we are undergoing sociological changes
which make methods of training imperative.
When the boy-life of a town is unorganized, when
neither the school nor the church nor the parents can
keep boys occupied in wholesome ways, then they will loaf.
They will congregate in places where much that they hear
encourages viscious speech and conduct, and the chances
are that sooner or later some or all of them will become
offenders in one way or another.
The individual home cannot, as a rule, solve many of
these problems of training its boys properly. Training
children in these times is a community problem largely.
Adolescence, when viewed in its moral aspects, presents
many problems. One of the sharpest concerns of adults about
the "moral" behavior of adolescents is that concerned with sex
behavior. This is a matter of concern since learning to handle
the newly awakened sex impulse offers adolescents themselves one
of their major problems. The way in which the adolescent meets
this task is strongly influenced by his childhood experiences.
Strain (3^) said,
The answer to most social problems are more sports and
games that all can take part in. Dancing together for boys
and girls is a favorite form of recreation. It has every-
thing, companionship, friendly contact, harmony of sound
in music, rhythm of movement, all relaxing and warming
pleasure bringing. Learning to dance means also learning
social grace and good manners.
Meyers (27) stated,
Too few Americans realize how many new, varied and
difficult responsibilities have been heaped upon the
school. We older people grew up in small cities, towns
and rural communities that reconciled a natural environ-
ment with simple, almost ideal social conditions. We
enjoyed the free, exhilarating life of nature, balanced
by the discipline of a stable family life and an orderly,
purposeful society that educated us far more than our
primitive schooling.
That organized community life has been shattered by
rapid urban centralization, resulting from an industrial
revolution whose tempo was accelerated by two world wars
and a depression. For children it was a major disaster,
because it robbed them of that implicit education in moral,
mental and emotional values that are the products of an
orderly life in an orderly community.
The more our children were deprived of these cultural
community influences, the more we placed upon the schools
the responsibilities which were formerly those of the home,
church and other community agencies. In short, all the
fears, animosities, and social tensions of a chaotic era
are projected upon the public school. All the moral,
mental, and emotional problems that arise because people
live a disorderly life in a disorderly community are
blamed on the public school system.
Community people must face facts and become aware of the
part they take in community organization and citizen building.
8The school can develop activities that can be shared by all.
Schools can also protect children's physical, mental and emo-
tional health. This difficult task can be carried out only if
such resources as the public and private agencies concerned with
child health, welfare, and recreation are coordinated and if
these agencies are used for preventive as well as remedial pur-
poses.
The writer believed that a recreation program would satisfy
personality needs as stated by Groves, et al.
, (12).
Your personality is a composite of your ideals and
attitudes, your intelligence, your health habits, and
your mental and emotional habits. How important it is,
therefore, that we choose desirable habits. The develop-
ment of one's personality is influenced by their family,
the community, the people we meet, the friends we choose,
and the books we read.
Groves, et al.
, (12) emphasized the value of outdoor recre-
ation.
Uith all the outdoors for a playfield there are many
enjoyable activities; hiking, camping, hunting with guns
or camera; flying kites; knowing the habits of animals
and birds: learning about trees and stars; collecting
moths, butterflies, and wild flowers: owning pets; and
planning and making a garden. Then there is swimming,
fowing, fishing, building dams, skating and skiing.
If there is no special building for recreation pur-
pose, a community center, settlement house, church, or
school may house the indoor recreation program. Such a
program, if well considered, plans play for the whole
family - father, mother, and children.
It is the opinion of the writer that, since so many acti-
vities can be done v/lthout a recreation center, and those ac-
tivities that need housing can be carried on in the school or
church, the thing that must be done is to organize the people
of the community tovrard such effort. Waring (36) considered
this important for good family life. She stated:
There is scarcely any organised activity in the
community which does not contribute something to the
enrichment of family lif . ; that enriches the
life of an individual can fail to contribute through
him as a family member to the family as a whole. Each
organization in which he takes an active part extends
or improves his knowledge and skill, widens his inter-
ests/ and increases his social contacts. In turn, he
is an expanded personality as he lives among his family,
and his influence varies accordingly.
Too much emphasis cannot be put on the value of recreation
out of doors. There are physical benefits of improved health
and, therefore, improved appearance. There is the added oppor-
tunity of making friends. Murphy (26) concluded:
Although in agriculture experiments, one may try out
different soils for growing different plants, children
are more subtle. In fact, they are so complicated that a
generation of intensive research has failed to produce
definite laws of soil-rain-sun level of simplicity. As
for defining laws regarding the kind of social behavior
to expect from different types of children, under differ-
ent conditions, we have not yet even made a beginning.
Havighurst and Taba (15) also wrote:
An individual's behavior is a product of social en-
vironment in which he has lived and of his own personal
make-up. The social environment -home, church, school,
neighborhood, age group, community - establishes a code
for good conduct.
PROCEDURE
The subjects selected for this study were twenty-five four-
teen year old boys and twenty-five fourteen year old girls who
were students in the Booker T. Washington School in Conroe, Texas.
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The Interests and Activities Section of the California
Test of Personality, Elementary Form A, «U modified to fit
more appropriately the teen-age group of the specific community
involved in this study. A questionnaire was constructed "by the
writer and given to subjects at the same time that the Interests
and Activities Test was administered. This questionnaire was
designed to study the youth's reaction to the social life pro-
vided by their homes and communities.
The writer selected twenty homes of these fifty youth in
which she thought the parents would cooperate in the study. A
letter was sent to the parents explaining the purpose and pro-
cedure of the study. An appointment was made and the writer
then visited each of the twenty hones. These parents filled
out a questionnaire constructed by the writer. This question-
naire was designed to obtain parental reaction to the social ac-
tivities offered by the community and to the demands made by
teen-agers in relation to their social interests and activities.
The writer was present during this tine and was able to discuss
the questionnaire, to answer any questions that were asked by
the parents, and to see the homes of the boys and girls who parti-
cipated in the study. The statements made by the parents were
compared with those of the pupils to see how parents felt as com-
pared to how pupils felt about the social resources of the com-
munity.
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DATA AND ANALYSIS
The 1951 Census compiled for Conroe, Texas, revealed a
total population of 7,50c-1 Including 2,000 Negroes. 2 In 1952
a Negro school population of 670 was reported. This represented
265 families.
Conroe had four Negro residential sections which were, un-
til recently, exclusively Negro. According to the city welfare
agency, two of the Negro sections had no sewers; only during
the last three months had a third section been given sewerage;
and the fourth and oldest section, that has been almost surround-
ed by whites but with few penetrations, had sewers only here and
there. Of the 265 Negro families with school age children, 212
or 30 percent use outdoor privies.
The natural gas company service was limited to a total of
2,500 meters with an estimate of 65 percent Negro consumption
by the 2,000 citizens.^ Gulf State Utilities Company's report
showed that electricity served about SO percent of the Negro
I
homes. 4
"
The community of Conroe had twelve Negro churches: three
Methodist; four Church of Christ; four Baptist; and one Spiri-
tual. The recreational facilities, other than the high school
campus, were limited to one theater and one ball park opened by
1. Report from the Office of the Chamber of Commerce, 1952,
2. School census report for 1951.
3« Report from the office of Koran Utilities Company,
July 8, 1951.
h. Gulf States Utilities Company report, June 8, 1951.
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special appointment or permission. Approximately kO percent
of the ITegro population took a daily paper and 35 percent
bought magazines including those similar to the True Story
series.
Data on birth records ftujfclng the last five years shoved
15 percent illegitimacy. According to school records, preg-
2
nancies have been frequent in grades seven, eight and nine.
A study of these records revealed that 50 percent of expectant
mothers married before the baby was born, 25 percent afterward,
and 25 percent did not marry at all.
Houston, Texas, is only forty-five miles from Conroe.
Houston is called the "Industrial Center of the South" and is
the second largest sea port in the United States. ^ Naturally,
it had varied activities and offered exciteraent for people from
neighboring towns. Therefore, many young as well as older people
made frequent trips to Houston.
The writer felt that the home conditions resulting from
the poor utilities service, the lack of recreational facilities
provided by the city, and the fact that Houston is only ^5 miles
away were factors contributing to the deficiency of wholesome
recreational facilities and activities for boys and girls in
the community. The writer believes that, until the community
1. Ben L. Cavil, Economic Survey of Scholastics . Kay, 1950.
2. Loc. cit.
3. Houston Chamber of Commerce report, 1952.
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acts to meet this need, the school must take a larger part of
the responsibility.
Booker T. Washington school v/as located in the southeast
section of Conroe. It was a stucco building housing fourteen
classrooms, one storage room, the agriculture shop, the princi-
pal's office, the library and the auditorinn. There wore four
annexes with two rooms each. There was, therefore, a total of
twenty- two classrooms. After September, 1952, the school occu-
pied a new and very modern structure.
Twenty teachers, ono principal and one secretary made up
the administrative staff. All of the teachers had either a
B. S. or an A. B. degree; seven had Masters degrees; and at
least eight were working toward Masters degrees.
Extra-curricular activities of the school included basket-
ball, track, football, Softball, glee club, and pep squad. There
were such organized groups as the Book Club, the Science Club,
the History Club, the Sports Club, the Dramatics Club, and the
New Homemakers and the Hew Farmers of America. These clubs were
manaced almost entirely by pupils with teachers acting as ad-
visors and directors. None of the clubs listed was compulsory
but pupils wore encouraged to be a member of one or more of them.
The questionnaire, filled out by the parents during the
writer's interview with them, included information relative to
living conditions and socio-economic position in the community.
Although these data were obtained from only twenty of the fifty
hones from which the subjects of this study were drawn, the
)*
•
p
Table 1. Family history, fathers.
i
Family:
t
: Grade coi:
: •
: Years
code : Age : pleted in . : Religion : in : Occupation!(Income *
number
:
: school : town i
** •
• : : • : J
1 31 . 2 Methodist 8 Sawing logs Not
given
$4,0002 3* si. l Catholic 6 Mechanic
3 35 I-ot given Holy 35 Pulp wood
cutter
Not
given
h k2 EL, 3 None k2 Oilfield $3,000
5 36 El. 6 Baptist 5 Truck
driver
$3,000
6 37 Hi. k thodist 15 Porter $2,000
7 33 Hi, if Methodist 10 Gravel
loader
Sawmill
$1,000
» 8 38 None None 38 $1,000
given
9 38 El. 7 None IV Garage $2,000
10 ko Hot
given
Catholic 31 Pulp wood
cutter
$3,000
11 \$ Hot
given
None 7 Sawmill $1,000
12 k* El. 6 Baptist Not
given
Sawmill Not
given
13 k9 . 7 Church of
God
20 Pulp wood
cutter
$3,000
1* ^9 El. 3 Saints *9 High line
helper
$2,000
15 51 El. 6 Baptist Not
give.
.
Railroad $3,000
16 51 Hi. h Baptist 5 Grocery
store
Not
given
17 5^ El. *f Methodist 9 Sawmill $1,000
18 Not El. 7 Methodist 5 Oilfield $3,000
-
given
* Reported only once for each family.
** Numbers on Tables 1 and 2 refer to the same family.
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Table 2. Family history. mothers.
Family
*
: : Grade com- i
•
: Years
1
; i
•
, : : Number of
code : A;e : pleted in : : Religion : in : Occupation: children
number : : school : :town : i *
*% • •
• • :
m •
• •
: : ! ;
• •
• •
1 25 . 8 Methodist 8 Cook 5
2 32 El. 8 Catholic 6 Housewife 7
mm 33 Hi. h -thodist 33 Cook 5
3 35 Don't
know
Holy 35 Cook 6
k 35 El, 5 Baptist 35 Housewife 5
5 29 Hi. 3 Baptist 5 House
keeper
6
6 37 Hi. 1 Methodist 15 None 6
7 35 Hi. k Baptist 19 House
clear-
10
8 36 El. 7 Church of
God
36 Laundry 3
9 Can't
give
El. 8 None 3 No job 3
10 32 None
given
Catholic 13 Maid 5
11 hi Hi. 2 Baptist 7 Maid 7
- kz El. 8 Baptist 22 Maid l
12 w None
ven
Baptist 33 Maid 3
13 hi El. 8 Church of
God
20 House
keeping
h
li» k2 El. 8 Saint 1+2 Private
home
5
15 38 Hi. h Holy 17 House •
cleaning
7
16 39 Hi. h Baptist 5 Maid 5
17 5h El. 5 Methodist 9 Housewife k
18 jt
given
El. 7 Methodist 5 Housewife 8
* Reported only once for each family.
** Numbers on Tables 1 and 2 refer to the same family.
No husband or father.
writer feels that a picture is presented of a fairly typical
group of people of this community. These data are summarised
in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 presents information regarding the
fathers of these twenty children. Two of these youth had no
father living. The ages of the fathers ranged from 31 to 51*-
with an average age of 33. Table 2 presents information about
the mothers. The ages of the mothers ranged from 25 to 5*f with
an average age of 35. The largest families of this group of
20 children included seven, eight, and ten children; the smallest
family had only three children; the average for the group was
five children. The parents of the largest family were 35 and
33 years old.
The income, as reported on the questionnaires, ranged from
$1,000 to $^,000 per year. Three families reported $1,000;
three families reported $2,000; six families reported $3,000;
and one family reported $*+,000 per year. The highest income was
earned by the garage mechanic. The occupations reported were in
the classification of unskilled labor such as working in a saw-
mill, cutting pulp wood or loading gravel.
Half the mothers of this group worked outside the home. It
is doubtful if the income reported included both salaries. Most
of the mothers who worked were from the families reporting an in-
come of $1,000. It may be noted in Table 2 that these ten women,
with only one exception, were engaged in domestic work In private
homes.
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These 20 families did not represent a transient group but
indicated many evidences of stability in the community. These
parents had lived In Conroe from 3 to *f9 years with an average
of 20 years for fathers and 30 years for mothers. During that
time, 16 had become home owners. It might be expected that the
owners would be in the higher incone group but of the four rent-
ing, one was in the £*f,000 group. Another renter was one of
the families having no father and another had lived in town for
22 years but did not own a hone. None of the families who were
renting their homes were temporary residents of Conroe. They
had lived there from 6 to 22 years. Comparison of car and home
ownership was interesting. Only 7 of the 20 families owned a
car whereas 16 owned their homes.
Table 3. Terminal school record of parents.
1
I !
Grade : Number of «* Number of
completed :
j
fathers *
i
mothers *
Elementary
school 1
2
I
5
6
1
1
2
1
2
2
7 3 2
8 1 6
High
school 1
2
1
1
I 3
1
k
* Three fathers and three mothers made no report.
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The terminal school record of the parents is shown in Table
3. The average education of the fathers had terminated at the
1+th grade. The range was from 1st grade for one of the fathers
to four years of high school for four fathers. The father re-
porting the highest income of the group, however, had finished
only the 1st grade whereas two of the three men who attended high
school held jobs that placed them In the $1,000 and $2,000 in-
come group. In contrast, the average Lnml grade level for
the mothers was the 8th grade. Whereas only 3 fathers had attend-
ed high school, 5 mothers reported a high school education. The
lowest terminal points reported by the mothers was the 5th grade.
Data relative to church membership of this group showed
that, with two exceptions, parents wore of the same religious be-
lief. In one family, the father was a Methodist and the mother
a Baptist; in another, the father was a Baptist and the mother
belonged to the Holy Church. Three fathers did not report a
church membership but only one mother reported that she was not
a member of a church.
It was emphasized by these parents that they spent most of
their time on their jobs, at home, or at church services. They
did not feel that they had leisure but did report some time spent
reading, watching sporting events and going to the movies.
The 50 youth selected as subjects of this study were evenly
divided as to sex, twenty-five boys and twenty-five girls. They
were all ih year old students in the Booker T. Washi ngton School
and lived in the town of Conroe, Texas.
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These youth were mostly from large families. Seven, eight
and ten children were in the largest families whereas the smallest
family had only one child. Most of the large families lived in
small houses. Large families in small homes usually are disturb-
. There is no place to play wit) out disturbing the neighbors
and being a nuisance to traffic. These facts indicate a great
need for playground space.
The Midcentury White House Conference on Children and Youth
stated that "although progress has been made toward providing good
housing for everybody, a great many children must still live in
houses that increase the likelihood of illness and social diffi-
culties."
Table k. Age - grade placement.
Age : Grade : Boys
i
•
•
*
•
Girls
j
•
•
• Total
XH 7 Ih 7 21
ik 8 9 Ik 23
Ik 9 2 2 k
Hi 10 2 2
50
Table k shows the age - grade placement of these 50 fourteen
year old students. In comparing the grade placement of boys and
girls, a range of four grades for the same chronological age may
be noted. Also, this range is greater for girls than for boys in
20
that two girls had reached the tenth grade, when boys and girls
were compared, it was found that the girls were ahead of the boys
in grade placement. Ten boys were in the seventh grade whereas
only six girls were in that grade. According to the school age
expectancy, eighth grade may be considered the placement for a
chronological if fourteen. The number of girls in the eighth
grade, however, was almost twice the number of boys in the same
grade, fourteen girls and nine boys. The large number of boys
who §m e retarded indicated a need for investigation
and appropriate help. Grade placement of these boys may be the
result of slow learning. If this is true, it is likely that
their 1 i»ta and activities will differ fro.a those of other
fourteen year old boys who meet the age - grade expectancy.
After studying the grade placement of these boys a: :1s
as reported in Table h, the writer was interested in subject pre-
ferences indicated by these same students. Tne data showed that
eleven boys liked arithmetic as compared to four girls. The
girls showed a preference for English; it was checked by eight
girls but by only three boys. Only eight students checked science,
five boys and three girls. More boys than girls liked history.
Seven girls reported liking the course in homemaking the best,
but this was not mentioned by the boys. It seemed reasonable
that boys would not check this course because it was not opened
to them at Booker T. Washington High School. These data are
shown In Table 5.
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Table 5. Subject preference.*
Subject Number of
boys
Number of
girls
Reading
Arithmetic
History-
Science
Spelli
Geography-
English
Hornet. .
Health
11
5
5 3
8
7
* Three girls and one boy indicated no preference.
The questionnaire prepared by the write* included a croup of
questions about home and community life. These questions could
be answered "Yes" or "No". This questionnaire was desicned to
show how children felt about their surroundings. These data are
summarized in Table 7. A few of the same questions were on the
parents' questionnaire so that, in a few instances, it was
possible to compare the youths' responses with those of the
parents
.
A study of Table 7 shows that boys and girls felt about the
same towards their friends. They found it easy to talk to others.
They enjoyed boys and girls who were their own age and frequently
invited their friends to their homes.
The girls in this study reported dating at an earlier age
than boys. Nine boys reported that they did not date at all as
compared with five girls who indicated they did not date on week
ends nor during the week. Of those dating, it was found that
22
girls dated more frequently than boys.
Duvall (9) stated:
In America we believe that the male should he slightly
the aggressor; ve want the boy to take the lead in dating,
dancing, and in other .nixed activities. Yet, because boys
mature more slowly there are several years when girls are
ready and eager for grown-up boy- girl associations and this
is not true of boys of the same age.
Parents reported that they preferred that youth date on week
ends. This was in accordance with actual practice as noted in
Table 7. From the responses, "Do you think dances should be
given for your boys and girls on week nights or week ends?", the
writer felt that parents thought that week end dances might en-
courage more week end dates and thus less interruption of the
family activities. It was also implied that parents wanted some
supervised entertainment for their children on week ends to keep
youth off the streets on Saturday and Sunday nights. These be-
liefs wer-e supported by comments from parents.
To the question, "Do you think high school girls should
smoke?", twenty-two boys disapproved whereas only ten girls dis-
approved. The same question was asked of parents. Sixteen
families disapproved whereas the other four families approved.
According to Table 7, as many girls as boys felt that boys
should not pay all the expense on a date. Fifteen boys felt
that they should pay all the expense whereas ten believed they
should not. Both groups were in complete agreement that glrlf
should not pay all the expense on a date. One girl conditioned
her reply with "if it is leap year".
.e parents were asked "What time is your son or daughter
expected to come home on week day nights and were given a
choice of "nine", "ten", "eleven", "twelve o'clock" or "when
he or she Is ready". The same question was asked about week
end nlghtt* Table 6 compares these data for boys and girls.
Table 6. Hours when pupils returned home.
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Hour Week day Week end
I 3
1
8
9 9 12
10 13 k
11
12
Later or when
ready
x
l
1
5
16
3
On week day nights one family expected the youth to re-
turn hone at seven o'clock; however, sixteen parents expected
their ;oys and girls heme at nine o'clock and four allowed
them to stay out until ten o'clock. The same family that ex-
pected their son or daughter home at seven o'clock on week day
nights also expected him to return at seven o'clock on week end
nights. Nine o'clock was the time most parents expected their
boys and girls to return home on week day nights but only seven
expected their children to come home at that time on week ends.
Wine families allowed the youth to be out until ten o'clock at
night and four families until eleven o'clock at night on week
ends.
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Most of the boys and girls reported that they came home
at the specified tine. However, four girls and nine boys were
frank in their response that they did not always return home
at the time specified by their parents.
To the question, "Do you think your parents are too strict?"
twenty-two boys and sixteen girls indicated that they did not
feel that their parents were too strict. Of the few who felt
that their parents were too strict, however, there were three
times as many girls as boys or nine girls and only three boys.
Of the fifty youth in the study, twenty-two boys and twenty
girls reported that they liked their neighborhood. All of the
girls liked parties, but only two boys checked "No" to that
question.
Three boys and two girls of the seven families who owned
cars reported that they could use the family car. Their
statements were supported by similar statements from parents.
The parents of the two children who were not allowed to use
the car gave such reasons as:
Cars cost too much to risk children with them.
Children like to show off when out of your sight.
I don't think boys that age are responsible enough.
I don't think he can drive well enough and I haven't
had time to teach hi...
He has no license.
Eighteen boys and eight girls had part time work. The
most of the boys received their spending money by earning it.
Few had an allowance and some were given money when they asked
for it.
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The second part of the questionnaire was a modification
of the Interest and Activities Section of the California Test
of Personality
-Elementary form A. This test covered 7k
interests and activities that boys and girls usually like.
The statements were phrased to find out what hoys and girls
do and also what they would like to do. Table 8 lists those
activities which were checked in either column by one third or
raore of the group.
The wide popularity of interest in radio as shown in
Table 8 suggests that a radio club would be well received.
Also, on the basis of interest, another club which might be
developed is a nature study club. This club would appeal to
boys and girls who checked that they would like to study trees,
birds, butterflies and other things. It is believed that boys
and girls need adventure, the opportunity to be out in the
open and to engage In exploits of various kinds. An art club
for those who would like to draw and paint might be organized.
Other suggested clubs are: essay clubs for those who ex-
pressed an interest in writing, a camera club, and a club de-
voted to collections of various kinds. A good sports club
could be organized for those who like activities such as ball,
tennis, hunting, hiking, swimming, picnics, horseback riding,
fishing or golf. A good music club for those who like to sing
or play musical instruments would also be in keeping with ex-
pressed wants and interests.
Youth needs many forms of pleasant social cooperation both
for their character shaping value and their recreational value.
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Table 8. Interest and activities list.
Activities I
C. Ird
do
or more ; One third or ir.ora
would like to
Boys : Girls i Boys : Girls
Play the radio 25 2k
Read stories 21 2k
Go to Borltf 22 22
Study readi 19 15
Study arithmetic 23 2k
Study history 22 20
ft Study science
Study iptlUc
22
18
2k
Study geography
Study trees
Study birds
Study butterflies
16 13
19 20
18 18
18
Draw 13 Ik
Paint Ik Ik
Design 18 19
Make scrapbook Ik
Write 17
V Take pictures
Collect coins
15 Ik
13 23
«
Make airplanes 13
rk with tools 20 Ik
26
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Table 8. (cont.)
Activities
One
do
or more : One thl:
would IV.
or ;..ore
:e to
Boys Girls i Boys : Girls
Go flailing 16 Ik
Ride horses 13 15
Play cards 21 17
Play dominoes 16
Play checkers 18
Go to church 25 25
* Belong to club
Go to parks
Ik
& 22
•
Play ball
Play tennis
Go hunting
Go hiking vlth a
group
Play in a band
25
IV
16
23
16
21
22
21
21
2k
Play in an orchestra 19 21
Go to church socials 17 16
Go to parties 20 20
3e officer of a club 15 15
Belong to Scouts 23
• Watch television
Go swinming
13
20
15
16
Table 8. (concl.)
Activities
Go on a picnic
Play golf
: One third or more ; One third or more
do J would like to
:
18 19
Ih 20
They need them also to get the habit of harmless enjoyment,
an important personal asset, firmly fixed in early life. The
interests in games as checked by this group suggests party
activities and small group entertainment in the individual
homes.
All but one girl of the fifty youth in this study were
interested in radio. According to Doob (8),
Too much cannot be said for rafio as a combined
travel, concert, theatre, bureau and introducing
agency through which people from all walks of life
have interesting, enjoyable experiences brought
into their homes. We need to be generous in our
choice of programs and help the child to be. But
we will choose carefully the people and things we
ad:ait to our home via radio.
Television, too, has a definite place in our entertain-
ment and learning. Television makes it possible to see events,
It provides quick learning, since we usually learn more accur-
ately and faster by seeing than by hearing.
Table 9 shows the types of radio and television programs
enjoyed by the boys and girls in this study. Twenty boys
30
checked popular music as compared to twenty-five girls. Classi-
cal music anjoyed by four more girls than boys. A surpris-
ing number of youth, twenty boys and sixteen girls, listened to
events and nows programs. Old fashioned songs and hillbilly
son
;
; -hly favored by both groups. Twenty- two boys and
twenty-four girls liked bands and orchestras. Religious music
was enjoyed by a large number of the group. The writer felt
that this was a listening pleasure that might have been influ-
enced by the adults in the family. Dramatics was checked by
eleven boys and eighteen girls.
Table 9. Types of radio programs enjoyed most by boys and
girls.
Popular music
Classical music
Current events and news
Old fashioned songs
(hillbilly)
Band and orchestra
Sports
Talks
Comedy teams
Cooking lessons
Other lessons
Market reports
Religious music
Dramatics
Others
20
16
21
20
22
2h
13
23
5
18
11
25
20
16
21
2h
25
Ik-
19
21
2\
It is the writer's observation that boys liked sports
better than girls, but according to this study more girls than
boys checked that they listened to sports events on the radio.
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Girls who listened to talks on the radio only slightly out-
numbered boys. Twenty-three boys and nineteen girls enjoyed
comedy tea:.;s. Cooking lessons were favored by twenty girl*
& only five boys and, again, the boys expressed the belief
that "those things" were for girls and women. Three boys and
five orted that they enjoyed market reports. The
writer felt that these might be cases where parents listened
to these reports and boys and girls had to siiare in liked and
disliked programs. The radio club suggested previously could
function by integrating club programs with classroom activities
and thus utilize this interest for school and community pur-
poses*
Dancing was not mentioned in this inventory but was in-
dicated in the study as favored entertainment. There are two
facts that must be considered: youth love to dance and, seem-
ist dance. If young people do not have the right kind
of places to dance, they will find the wrong kind. In the
opinion of the writer, there is a natural sense of rhythm in
the Negro group. If correctly guided, this sense of rhythm
will develop self expression, good manners and the art and ap-
preciation of dancing. At the same time, the individual will
gain from it pleasure and entertainment. It is a very real
social need and should be included in all recreational programs.
Table 9 shows that community and school would meet a youth In-
terest in the organization of bands, orchestras, glee clubs and
chorus
.
J2
The writer believes that some motion pictures are good
and that some are " ; and unfit for youth. It is also
believed that youth can and should be taught to select those
that are good fr ose that are vulgar. Movies are a good
arce of information and entertainment if correctly chosen.
Table 10 shows the kinds of movi'. ' eked as "liked test" by
boys and girls and the kinds of books "enjoyed most". A simi-
larity of interests is noted between books and movies. Nine-
teen boys enjoyed "love story" movies and seventeen read such
books; tw - Lrls liked love scenes and twenty-four read
books on love themes. This might be expected since, accord-
ing to Duvall (9), these girls were at the age that indicates
the beginning of dating.
According to Table 10, twenty-four boys as compared to
seventeen, girls western pictures. Tie same number of boys read
western stories whereas only eleven girls read them. Twenty-
two boys and eighteen girls enjoyed comedies. Eighteen girls,
as compared with only ten boys, liked tragedies in pictures;
twenty boys and nineteen girls liked detective or mystery books.
Table 10 shows that girls liked adventure stories almost as well
as boys, eighteen girls compared to twenty-one boys. Stories
about travel were favored by twelve boys and twelve girls, but
almost three times as many boys as girls enjoyed pictures about
news
.
There was only a slight difference reported as regards in-
terest in historical books and movies. Twenty-five boys re-
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porl coaics but or.' ;lrl« It Is the obs- rva-
tion of the writ-
not fool fro* to . ;1 not to
re. ... - in pictures id
eight- .. ' 1 . 1 : -oon boys
rlc. Books listed by girl l did not en-
joy -->od and clothing* thirty-two of the fifty
"ascribed to a newspaper • The boys an orted
"funny socti
c
I • only t; I from
the papers.
Table 10, Subjects enjo; : " ' s and r.iovies.
r-,-; '":;;,; .';,:'„ ;',:' ::; i ; ; :":.':.;r—t ' ' ill irmi
Boo.-s
•
.vie
T— "..•XJLI'hI
Subject ; i
<
: Boys
1
,
,
, „
: Girls
•
•
•
•
*
Boys :
Lo". 17 2h 19 21
Bio I 16Wil 11 2k 17
Adventure 21 18
Dotec ;tcry 20 19 20 18
fragedies 10
!C 16 5
Travel 12 12
torical 10 Ife 12 2fr
Musical 16 ak
--CS ftf 1
Others listed
Foods 1
Clothing 1
le 11 conpares these sane data with types of programs
>yed by the youth in this study. It was noted that nineteen
boys enjoyed movies about love stories; sixteen read books
about them but only ed to love stories on
radio.
fr
Table 11. Subjects of books, movies and radio progi'
enjoyed.
Subjects
i Radio
•
•
: Books i Movies
Boys :
| :
Girls : Boys
•
•
•
• Girls : Boys : Girls
Love stories 10 25 17 2k 19 21
Wild west 20 9 2H 11 2k 17
Comedies 25 20 25 1 22 IS
Detective or
mystery 25 13 20 19 20 18
Historical 10 Ik 12 Ik
Travel and
adventure 21 13 12 12
Musical 25 25 16 2k
It was the opinion of the writer that being able to see
romantic acts on the screen gave greater pleasure than was
gained from listening to love stories on the radio. The radio
offered a greater choice of programs than the movies. This may
have been the reason why more boys enjoyed other programs on
the radio instead of love stories which were all the movies
offered. It was believed that most of the movies were favored
because the theatre i a plact for enter tainraent outside the
.3.
Comedies on radio, in books and movies were favored by
about the sane numbers of boys and girls t in the case of
books Tor girls* The writer believed that because such a large
number of girls enjoyed comedies on the radio and in the movies
they also read books of that kind.
Another point to be noted was the preference that both
boys a Lrl8 indicated toward detective or mystery in radio,
books and movies. There was a difference of more than two
youth only in radio enjoyment.
Boys outnumbered girls by twenty to nine la favor of wild
west shows on the radio; twenty-four to eleven for books a.out
them; and twenty-four to seventeen for movi This difference
it be expected since horses and situations of strong action
and with an element of danger hold an attraction for boys of
this i roup,
Hobbies have a place in the development of youth. They
give pleasure and relaxation to young and old. Hobbies often
lead into new and different situations and make worthwhile con-
tacts for the individual. Hobbi ./ be done in a group or
alone. les are: building miniature items, collecting,
reading, gardening, music, and many other t . Groves, et
al., (12) related: "Ilobbie horses can be ridden equally well
in open rural districts and crowded urban centers. One only
needs to select his horse accordingly,"
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The writer believes that the hone can foster such activi-
ties. Much aid could he given to social adjustment of youth
through hobbies. Parents could encourage hobbies that would
keep boys and girls happily e: I at home. Table 12 shows
a list of activities that boys and girls reported as their
hobbies. This list shows a definite need for organized recre-
ation because, in the opinion of the writer, many of these ac-
tivities are not hobbies. Some of the boys and girls might
select more worthwhile or more suitable activities whereas
others would have a chance to carry on their hobbies with more
enjoyment. The list of hobbies shows the need for encourage-
ment of such activities and the provision of suitable places
for them. Groups with similarity of hobbies and interests as
checked could be organized and equipment provided by the com-
bined efforts of the home, the church and the school.
No agency can take full responsibility for training youth
nor can one agency be blamed for lack of training. Therefore,
all character building organizations must work together for
the betterment of youth. It is through the home, school,
church, youth organizations, recreational cies, that values
and moral standards are taught to boys and girls. Recreation
contributes to health, to entertainment, and to learning for
everyone, especially for growing boys and girls,
The well adjusted boys and girls are easily distinguished
from those who are poorly adjusted by the extent to which they
are accepted among their friends and associates. Because the
37
adolescent years cause new problems related to the individual's
status in the social unit, I uaranto lat V;e veil
adjusted child will "isfactory adjustment during adoles-
cence
.
Table 12. Activities reported as hobbies.
: •
Hobbie : Boys : Girls
: :
Going to movies if
Swimming 3 1
Dravi: 1 1
Dancing 2 2
Playing the piano 1 5
Heading comics 3 2
Reading ^ood books 3
Playing ball 3
-J
Huntir 2
Collecting pictures 1
ing things h
Cooking 3
Singing 3
Carvi: 1
Going to ball games 1
Driving a car 1
Listening to the radio 1
SewJ 1
Playing cards 1
Going to parties 1
Visiting friends 1
Listening to records 1
It is not common to hear parents today say that their homes
have everything for which their children could wish. It is
doubtful if tliis is true. Rather, it is that most homes have
What adults want and consider their own need. The importance
of the home in meeting the needs of each member of the family
cannot be taken lightly. Groves, et al., (12) stated:
Our attitudes and habits had their beginning in
our home lii'e. here we learn our attitudes toward
work, Dlay, and religion; our responsibility for
the use or money and other resources J and our regard
for others and their possessions.
TIM -s of today's youth might supply these. They might
also have some form of recreation but, according to O'Shea (30),
a home that has everything for youth has a place for scuffling
indoors and outdoors Cor boys, a place for loun;' tod a place
for all his favorite recreational activities. O'Shea (30) was
of the opinion that few homes offered all these opportunities.
According to the U. S. Office of Education, Bulletin So.
18, 1936, society is indicted for:
1. Failure to prepare for leisure tine, through lack
of facilities and training.
2. Lac]- of cooperation among the agencies interested
in youth's leisure ti
3. Failure fee inst the -.-oral hazards which
interfere with wholesome recreation.
Havighurst and Taba (15) have clearly shown that the home,
school and community must work together to provide opportuni-
ties for youth. The writer was interested, therefore, in group-
ing the activities which children did and which they would like
to do according to where major responsibility for initiating
the ;ht be found.
The data from Table 8 were rearranged to form Table 13,
locating in the home, the school or the community the activities
indicated by these youth as preferred and enjoyed. It may be
39
for example, that youth's interest in radio can well be met
in th o; his interest in reading nay include the school;
whereas his interest in movies is met by the community facili-
ties. Such groupings are not necessarily exclusive of each
other since a public library would encourage reading as well as
represent a community effort to be encouraged.
It is the opinion of the writer that community recreational
places recognised as frequented by young people are as effective
on character formation as are the so-called "character building"
institutions. Therefore, it should be the duty of adults to see
that all community facilities contribute positively to the
development and improvement of youth's behavior.
A recreational program is important for all groups* It is
of major importance that the right kind of activities be pro-
vided for the Negro group since they so often represent that
part of the population for whom the need is greatest but who
are least able to provide facilities for themselves economically.
This is especially true of the group who composed the subjects
of this study.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A study was made of interests and activities of 50 fourteen
year old boys and girls divided equally as to sex. Parental
responses to these interests and activities were included in the
study. The purpose of the study was to learn the interests and
activities of these youth, to learn parents' attitudes toward
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these youth's activities and to see how well the community was
meeting their needs,
A questionnaire of twenty-tliree statements was constructed
by the writer and used as a basis for personal interviews with
parents participating in the study. The writer constructed a
second questionnaire that was given to pupils. A modification
of the California Test of Personality - Elementary, Form I was
inistered to each of the fifty pupils at the sane time that
questionnaire was given. The subjects used to obtain par-
ent's reactions were twenty parents who had a son or daughter
in the study and whom the writer 'thought would cooperate.
The responses of the boys and of the girls were tabulated
separately and then compared • Parents' responses were compared
with those of the boys and girls. Analyses of these data indi-
cated that parents and pupils were very much in accord on all
points of the study. There vera no serious differences between
parents and pupils in relation to their social life, interests,
or activities. The study showed that these pupils had many in-
terests in common and participated in many of the same activi-
ties.
According to the test, most pupils would like to study
crafts, arts, modeling, and designi. They would like to col-
lect pictures and to work with tools and do many other things
that vers listed along with the things they already do.
A series of such tests are valuable in determining each
boy's and girl's social development and needs for improving it,
Wand, to some degree, . s that may be done. I: o fact
.t there were so . . . opular Intel on to both parents
and pupils e ted t iprovlng the social facili-
a in the community.
The writer believes that s things can be done its
the community but a 1 urents
are in th D and £2,000 income level and have lar
lies. Therefore, t :iter tJ that the start of a recre-
ation progx . Com 11 have to be a city concern,
paid for from city and county funds. The writer furt o-
lieves that such key people as teachers, ministers, progressive
businessmen and civic minded people should serve on committees
to start a good recreation program in which young and old may
participate
.
Pringle (3D said,
Because a human being is a real unit, an organic
whole, physically* intellectually, socially and morally,
whatever affects the social aspect of his life favorably
also affects all the other phases of his nature favorably
eluding especially the moral.
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Interview (Questionnaire
Following are questions concerning information about your-
scir and how you feel about the intere :'S of our
1^ year old boys . iris.
Plr as accurat ossible.
Family History:
How lo ive you lived in Conro ther,
Father
2, What is your occupation. Mother
3. at church do you attend? Mother Father
k. lat is your age? Mother
5. Is your family income between &1,000, , ,.2,000_
,000 j 3^,000, over C^,000
6. Circle the number which tells the last year you
attended school.
Father
jmentary 1 2 3 V 56 78
High school 1 2 3 h
College 1 2 3 k
other
Elementary 1 2 3 >+ 5 6 7 8
school 123^
College 1 2 3 if
7. Do you own your o\m home?_
How many are there in your family?
9. Do you have a car?
10. I: the son or daughter in this study allowed to use
the car?
11. Does he or she have a driver 1 a license?
12. What time is your son or daughter expected to cone
home on weekday night? 9 > 10 , 11 , 12
,
when he or she is ready .
13. May this son or daughter go to non-invitational
dances? alone
,
with dates
,
groups
1*+. How many times per week does this son or daughter
go to the show?
15. Does your son or daughter use a car to go to shows?
16. Does the son or daughter in this study have an allow-
,ev
17. What does he or she spend it for?
ih
19.
i .
18. What social activities do you want for your child?
i ii - i-i i -.,.-. . ,....- _ . .._.-..- -_ — _ — _.. . -
Should school parti Lven fc Jon or
;hter?_
If
Sundays
o,
, holidays
wee'
21. How do you spend your leisure?
22. What do }rou think your c< ity needs west for our
yout.
Good movies.
Par
Museum
Swi ^ool_
Skating rLv
Tie creation center.
Better churches
ccv homes
Clean neighborhood.
Bic stores
,
More schools
Television
Supervised playground.
Golf course
Bowlin j alleys.
Dance halls
tp
23, Who filled out this questionnaire? Father.
Dther , Both .
53
Dear High School Pupil
i
I au interested in learning what you are going and what
you would like to do while in school and when out of school.
I an sure you would like to have more places of entertainment
suitable for young people. Some of your interests, likes, and
activities may be helpful in bri: to Conroe some of the
things you want. You can help and I would appreciate it, if
you will.
Please fill in the blanks and answer the questions that
follow as accurately and as fully as poss
I. General in uion:
1. Date 3. Ag«
2, Town, hi Grade or year
in school
5. -at is your favorite subject in school?
II. Your interests and activities:
1. Do you find it easy to talk to others?.
2. Do you take your friends to your home?_
3. Do you enjoy boys and girls your own a
k. Do you have dates of some week day nights?.
5. . turday nights? , special occasions
6. Do you think high school girls should smoke?.
7. Do you think high school girls should go to public
dance halls?
8. Should girls pay all expense on a date?
9. Should boys pay all expense on a date?
10. Do you always tell your parents where you are going?.
11. Do you always come home at the specified time?
12. Do you think your parents are too strict?
13
•
Do you like your neighborhood?
Ih. Do you like parties?
15. Do you have the family car for your personal use?.
?
,
per month >
Special use .
III. V/hat kind of movies do you like bent?
V.
1.
2.
3.
Love stories
Id west
Comedies
Tracedies
Travel
7
>- •
•
i read)
toric<
:tery
:ical
Others
6.
Name
1.
News
papers and
(check the i
i^ai
'.nes
ones yoi
to your ho:
2. . ekly
3. Monthly
V,'hat
Love
Biog]
kind of books
stories
:aphy
west
iture
do you best?
Detec
3tC
Other
1
:tive
rica
or
1
iiystery
Wild s
Advei
•Inter md Activities
First looi: at each thing in this test. Make a circle
unci the L for each thin you would like to do. Chen
make a circle around the D for tllin ; you really do.
1. L D Play the radio kl. L D Belong to a club
£-• L D Read stories te. L D Go to
I:
L D Go to movies & L D Sing in a chorusL D Study readi; L D Sing in a glee club
5. L D btudy arithmetic !*?• L D Belong to a gang
6. L D Study history k6. L D Play ping pong
7. L D Study science ft- L D Play croquet
8. L D Study spelling L D Play ball
9. L D Study geography *+9. L D Play tennis
10. L D Study trees 50. L D Go huntir:
11. L D Study birds 51. L D Go hiking with a group
12. L D Study animals 52. L D Play in a band
11:
L
L
D Study butterflies
D Draw %:
L D Play In an orchestra
L D Go to a church social
- 15. L D Paint 55. L D Go to a party
16. L D Model 56. L D Go to a dance
17. L D Design 57. L D Be officer of a club
a 16. L D Sing 5C L D Belong to Scouts
19. L D Play the piano 59. L D Go camping
20. L D Make a scrapbook 60. L D Watch T V
21. L . ep a diary 61. L D Go swimming
22. L D Write 62. L D Go on a picnic
It
L D Take pictures 63. L D Play golf
L D Collect stamps
25. L D Collect coins
26. L D Collect autographs
27. L D Collect pictures
28. L D &
29. L D Make airplanes
30. L D Work with tools
31. L • a garden
32. L D Go fishing
ft
L D Skate
L D Ride horses
35. L D Play cards
36. L D Play dominoes
37. L D Play checkers
38. L D Play chess
£o!
L D Go to church
L D Go to Sunday School
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Conroo, Texas, has a population of 7,500, It is located
k$ miles north of Houston Texas. Houston has varied activities
and offers excitement for people from neighboring towns* There-
fore, many young as well aa old people make frequent trips to
Houston. The writer felt that the lacl: of recreational facili-
ties provided by the city of Conroe and the fact that Houston
is only l»5 miles away were factors contributing to the deficiency
of wholesome recreational facilities and activities for boys and
girls in the community*
The purposo of this study was to learn the social needs
and interests of fourteen year old youth j to investigate parents 1
attitudes toward these youth's activities; and to survey the com-
munity to discover to what extent these w< re met.
The subjects for this study wore twenty-five fourteen year
old boys and twenty-five fourteen yoar ol. girls. The writer
selected twenty homes of these fifty youth in which she thought
the parents would cooperate in the study. A letter was sent to
the parents explaining the purpose and procedure of the study.
A questionnaire designed to obtain parental reaction to the
social activities offered by the community and to the demands
made by teen-agers in relation to their social interests and ac-
tivities was filled out by these twenty parents.
The Interests and Activities Section of the California Test
of Personality
-Elementary Form A was modified to fit more
appropriately this particular group of teen-age boys and girls
by selecting from the test those things which fourteen year old
youth do or would like to do.
A questionnaire regarding hone and community life was con-
structed by the writer and chocked by the fifty pupils and the
twenty parents in the presence of the interviewer. The question-
naire for pupils was designed to study youth's reaction to the
social life provided by their homes and community. The writer
surveyed the community to see what recreational facilities were
available and contacted many civic leaders to obtain detailed
information.
Data from the parents* and children's interviews and from
the community survey were analyzed. These data showed that
parents and pupils felt similarly about community offerings.
Both groups wanted many more forms of recreation for young
people.
From the analysis of these data, the following conclusions
and suggestions were noted
a
1. Parents and pupils were very much in accord on the
major points of the study. There were no serious differ-
ences between parents and pupils in relation to their
social life or activities.
2. Pupils had many interests in common and participated
in many of the same activities. Some outstanding in-
terests were: collecting, working with tools, and en-
gaging in crafts such as modeling.
3. Parents wanted more recreational facilities and super-
vised activities for their children.
h* Community resources were pointed up as lacking in cer-
tain areas. Pupils said they would like to have more
places for outdoor fun such as swimming pools, youth
centers, tinting rinks and parks.
A table was constructed identifying in regard to location,
that is, the home, the school, or the community, the various in-
terests and activities suggested by these youth. Because of the
location of the home and homo conditions, some of the activities
that youth wanted might have to be done at school or in the com-
munity. When data wore so related, it was shown that all acti-
vities would not be confined to one place. A study of the
homes might be helpful in determining if 3ome of the activities
that are usually carried on in the home should be done in the
community. Drawing, painting, modeling, writing, making a gar-
den, and collecting things might bo a community activity as well
as enjoyed at home and in school.
Joint efforts would be desirable in activities such as
singing, playing a piano, taking pictures, collecting auto-
graphs, making airplanes, skating, going to parties and dances,
or in any area where tho interests of pupils was very high. A
better projram would result in satisfactory expression of
youths' interests and would help boys and girls acquire happy
and acceptable social relationships.
